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RINGS OF INVARIANT POLYNOMIALS FOR A

CLASS OF LIE ALGEBRASC)

BY

S. J. TAKIFF

Abstract. Let G be a group and let n: G -> GL(V) be a finite-dimensional repre-

sentation of G. Then for g e G, ir(g) induces an automorphism of the symmetric

algebra S(V) of V. We let I(G, V, n) be the subring of S(V) consisting of elements

invariant under this induced action. If G is a connected complex semisimple Lie

group with Lie algebra L and if Ad is the adjoint representation of G on L, then

Chevalley has shown that I(G, L, Ad) is generated by a finite set of algebraically

independent elements. However, relatively little is known for nonsemisimple Lie

groups. In this paper the author exhibits and investigates a class of nonsemisimple

Lie groups G with Lie algebra L for which I(G, L, Ad) is also generated by a finite

set of algebraically independent elements.

1. Let G be a group, let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field F

with basis {vu ..., vm}, and let it be a representation of G on V, m G -*■ GL(V).

Then for g e G, rr(g) induces an automorphism, also denoted by n(g), on the

symmetric algebra of V, S(V) = F[vx,..., vm]. We say that p(vx,..., vm) e S(V)

is an invariant polynomial for (G, V, n) if

Hg)p(Vl, ...,Vm)= p(-n(g)vx, . . .,7r(g)vm) = p(vu ..., Vm),

for all g eG. Let 7(G, V, w) be the algebra of all invariant polynomials for (G, V, tt).

I(G, V, tt) is clearly independent of the choice of the basis {vu ..., vm} for V.

More specifically, let G be a connected complex semisimple Lie group with Lie

algebra L, and let Ad be the adjoint representation of G on L. Then 7(G, L, Ad)

is generated by / algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials, where /

equals the rank of L. This theorem is due to Chevalley, see [1, Theorem A, p. 778]

and [5, Theorem 5.37, p. 507]. Another example that should be mentioned is as

follows. Let G = Ri (s) SO(\, 3) be the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, R being the

field of real numbers, then 7(7t4 © 50(1, 3), Ä4 © ëo(l, 3), Ad) is generated by

2 algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials of degrees 2 and 4. This
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result was originally proved several years ago by V. S. Varadarajan during a series

of lectures at the Indian Statistical Institute at Calcutta.

Now besides the result for Ri © SO(l, 3), little is known about I(G, L, Ad)

for Lie groups which are not semisimple. It is the purpose of this paper to exhibit

a class of complex Lie algebras,

{Ü"(L) | L is any complex semisimple Lie algebra},

with the following properties: If G(£lh(L)) is any connected Lie group with Lie

algebra Q.h(L), then I(G(Qh(L)), nh(L), Ad) is generated by (2h)l algebraically

independent homogeneous polynomials, where / equals the rank of L. Further,

Q,h(L) = Rad (Q.h(L))@ L is a Levi decomposition, where the radical of Qh(L),

Rad (Qh(L)), is nilpotent and has a lower central series of length h.

The author would like to acknowledge the paper of V. S. Varadarajan [6] for

some important techniques used in this paper.

2. Two useful tools must be presented before we proceed. First, let (G, V, tt)

be as above, and let V* be the dual space of V. Then the algebra of F-valued

polynomial functions on V, P(V), is equal to S(V*). We shall say thatp(zj) e P(V)

is an invariant polynomial function for (G, V, tt) if

Tr(g)p(v) = pÍTÍg)v) = piv)   for all v e V and g eG.

We let IF(G, V, tt) denote the algebra of all invariant polynomial functions for

(G, V, tt). Now if V** is the dual space of V*, then there is a natural isomorphism

between S( V) and F( V*). So let tt* be the representation of G on V* contragredient

to tt; that is, Tr*(g)v*(w) = v*(Tr(g~1)w), weV, v* e V*, g eG. Then the above

isomorphism between S(V) and P(V*) induces an isomorphism between I(G, V, tt)

and IF(G, V*, tt*).

Next, let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra L, having a basis

{xy,..., xn}. And let tt be an analytic representation of G on a real vector space V.

Then the differential d-rra) of 7r evaluated at 1, the identity of G, is a linear map of L

into the algebra of all linear transformations on V, hence d-rrœ(x) extends to an

algebra homomorphism of S(V) into itself, xeL. We therefore have for pe S(V)

p e I(G, V, tt)

if and only if dTra)(x)p = (d/dt){Tr(exp tx)p}t = 0 = 0, for all xeL,

if and only if ifV(1)(x,)p = (d/dt){Ti(exp txi)p)t^Q = 0, i = 1,..., L,

if and only if 7r(exp tx,)p =p,   for all f e R, i = 1,..., «.

We shall always let f denote a real variable.

3. Suppose L is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra with Lie product [ , ]L over a

field F, F=R or C, C being the field of complex numbers. Form the vector space

direct sum L®L, and write the elements of L © L as ordered pairs (ly, l2),

ly, l2 eL. Then we define the following product:

[ih, h), U'i, Q] = ilk, l'AHh, 1'iV, [k, 1'2]l),
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where lx, l2, l'x, l2 e L. Under this product L@L becomes a Lie algebra, see

[2, pp. 16-18], and we shall denote it by Q(L).

For the remainder of the paper we shall drop the "L" from [ , ]L.

Now let L = Q.(L), let G be a connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is L and

let G be a connected Lie subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is L. Then if Ad is the

adjoint representation of G on L, a simple computation shows that

Ad (exp (ux, u2))(lx, l2)

= ([«j, Ad (exp u2)l2] + Ad (exp u2)h, Ad (exp u2)l2),       ux, u2, lx,l2e L.

Now let {xx,..., xn} be a basis for L; then {(x1; 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, xa),..., (0, xj}

is a basis for L. Finally, we note from §2 that p e I(G, L, Ad) if and only if

Ad (exp (0, u))p =p and Ad (exp (u, 0))p =p, for all u e L, p e 5(G).

4. Now let Xx.Xn, Yx,..., Yn, Zx,..., Zn denote indeterminates over F

and let p(Xu..., Xn) be a homogeneous polynomial. Then we have

p(Xi + tYi,..., Xn + tYn) = p(Xi,..., Xn) + tq(Xx,..., Xn, Yx,..., Yn)

+ 2 tmhm(Xx,...,Xn, Yx,..., Yn)
T71È2

where q and the hm are also homogeneous polynomials. Further, we have

p(Xx + tYx + t2Zx,..., Xn + tYn + t2Zn)

= p(Xx,..., Xn) + tq(Xx,..., Xn, Yx,..., Yn)

+ 2_, tmkm(Xx,..., Xn, Yu ..., Yn, Z]_,..., Zn),

where the km are homogeneous polynomials. Finally we note that

q(Xx, ...,Xn,Yi,...,Yn)= 2 DiP(Xu ...,Xn) Yu
i = i

where A is the unique F-derivation on F[XX,..., Xn] such that A(^G) = 8û, U

j=\,...,n(8l)=lifi=janà8ij = Oifiïj).Hence,ifp(Xx, X2, X3) = XxX2X3 + Xf,

then

q(Xx, X2, A3, Yx, Y2, Y3) = X2X3Yi + XiX3Y2 + XiX2Y3-\-3Xi Yx.

Theorem 4.1. If p(Xx,...,Xn) is a homogeneous polynomial such that

p(xx,..., xn)e I(G, L, Ad), then

1. p((xx, 0),..., (x„, 0)) e 7(G, I, Ad), and

2. q((xx, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, xx),..., (0, xn)) e 7(G, L, Ad), where q(Xx, ...,Xn)
= 2AM4...J,)i'i.

Proof. It is clear from the last paragraph of §3 that

Ad (exp (0, u))p((xi, 0),..., (xn, 0)) = p((xu 0),..., (x„, 0))   for all ueL.
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Further, since Ad (exp (u, 0))(x, 0) = (x, 0) for all x, ueL then we also have

Ad (exp (u, 0))p((xy, 0),..., (xn, 0)) = p((xy, 0),..., (xn, 0)).

Therefore piixy, 0),..., (xn, 0)) e I(G, L, Ad).

Now let ueL and assume that Ad (exp (0, u))(xt, 0) = 2?=i ctí(Xj, 0), where

ci; e F, i,j=l,.. .,n. Then also

n

Ad (exp (0, n))((xf, 0) + f (0, xf)) = 2 c»((*;> 0) + / (0, *,)),       / = 1,..., «.

Hence,

Ad (exp (0, u))p((xy, 0) +1(0, x^,..., (xn, 0) + f (0, xn))

= p((xy, 0) + f(0, Xy),..., (xn, 0) + t(0, xn))   for all ueL.

Therefore, from the first paragraph of this section,

Ad (exp (0, u))q((xy, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, Xy),..., (0, x„))

= qiixy, 0),..., ixn, 0), (0, Xy),..., (0, xn))   for all ueL.

We must now show that qiixy, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, Xy),..., (0, xn)) is invariant

under Ad (exp (u, 0)) for all ueL. First we observe that

P((Xy,0),...,(Xn,0))

= Ad (exp f(0, u))p((xy, 0),..., (xn, 0))

= PÜXy, 0) + t([U, Xy], 0) + t2(Vy, 0),..., (xn, 0) + t([u, xn], 0) + t2(vn, 0))

= p((xy,0),...,ixn,0))

+ tq(ixy, 0,) ..., ixn, 0), ([u, Xy], 0),..., ([u, xn], 0)) + tzw,

where ueL and w and the vx are power series in f with coefficients in S(L). Hence,

q((xy, 0),..., (xn, 0), ([u, Xy], 0),..., ([«, xj, 0)) = 0.

Therefore,

Ad (exp t(u, 0))qiixy, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, x2),..., (0, xn))

= î((x!, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, x^ + fifw, jcx], 0),..., (0, xn) + t([u, xn], 0))

= q((xy, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, xy),..., (0, xn))

+ tq((Xy, 0), . . ., (Xn, 0), ([U, Xy], 0), . . ., ([U, Xy], 0))

= ç((xi, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, jcb), ..., (0, xn))   for all ueL;

and so we are done.

Before proceeding to the next theorem we need the following

Lemma 4.2. Let K be any field of characteristic zero, and let Yy,..., Y2n be

algebraically independent over K. Set A = K[Yy,..., Yn]<=-B = K[Yy,..., Y2n] and

denote the quotient field of B by (B). Let Ex be the unique K-derivation of B such that
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Ei(Yj) = 8ij, i,j=l,..., 2n. If Pi,.. .,preA are algebraically independent over K,

then pi,.. .,pr, A/*,,..., Apr are also algebraically independent over K, where

APj = ¿F(/z,)7n+¡,       j=l,...,r.

Proof. If qx,..., qm eB, then it is well known that qx,..., qm are algebraically

independent over K if and only if m equals the rank over (B) of the matrix

(Fi(aJ))';i;;;^n. Therefore, since pu .. .,pr are algebraically independent over K,

we can assume for some A1;..., Ar that the determinant of M=(Ex.(p,))lj=\';:::.rr is

not zero. Now, letting/zr+i = A/zi and Xn+i = n + X¡, i=l,..., r, it is clear that the

matrix

(EK(P,)))=Á--

M
.   +1.n + r  _   I

,2r

Hence the determinant of this matrix is not zero, and so 2r equals the rank of the

matrix (Fi(/7;))^11,,;,lr. This shows that px,.. .,p„ A/?,,..., Apr are indeed alge-

braically independent over K.

Theorem 4.3. Let I(G, L, Ad) have at least b algebraically independent homo-

geneous polynomials of distinct degrees dx,...,ds and assume w¡ of them are of

degree d¡, i=l,..., s. Then I(G,L, Ad) has at least 2b algebraically independent

homogeneous polynomials and 2n¡ of these are of degree ci, i=l,..., s.

Proof. Letpx(xx,..., xn),.. .,pb(xx,..., xn) be algebraically independent homo-

geneous polynomials in 7(G, L, Ad). And let px(Xx,..., Xn),.. .,pb(Xx,..., Xn)

be the homogeneous polynomials in F[A"!,..., Xn] associated with these poly-

nomials. Now define

q,(Xx,..., Xn, Yi,...,Yn)=2 DiPÁXi,. . ., Xn)Y,,       .7=1,..., b,
i = i

as in the first paragraph of this section. Then by Lemma 4.2, Pi((xx, 0),..., (xn, 0)),

..., pb((xi, 0), ..., (xn, 0)), qx((xx, 0), ..., (xn, 0), (0, xx), ..., (0, xj), ...,

qb((xi, 0),..., (xn, 0), (0, xx),..., (0, xn)) are algebraically independent and by

Theorem 4.1, they are homogeneous elements of 7(G, L, Ad).

5. Since in §§3 and 4 L was an arbitrary finite-dimensional Lie algebra, it is clear

that we can define Clh(L) = Q(Qh-1(L)), h^l, where Q1(L) = Cl(L). So let h be an

arbitrary positive integer, let L — üh(L), and let G be a connected Lie group with

Lie algebra L.

Theorem 5.1. Let I(G,L, Ad) have at least b algebraically independent homo-

geneous polynomials of distinct degrees dx,..., ds and assume n¡ of them are of

degree du i= 1,..., s. Then I(G, L, Ad) has at least (2h)b algebraically independent

homogeneous polynomials and (2h)n¡ of these are of degree d¡, i=l,..., s.
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Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the definition of Q"(L) and repeated

use of Theorem 4.3.

6. We now study the Lie product operation in L = Q.h(L). Let N= 2h and M=2h ~1,

then as a vector space Q.h(L)=L © ■ ■ ■ © L, the direct sum of N copies of L. We

will denote the elements of Q,h(L) as V-tuples with coordinates in L; that is,

L = {iay,..., aN) | a¡ eL, i= 1,..., N}. (We omit intermediate parentheses; for

example, ((a1; a2), (a3, a¡y)) = (ay, a2, a3, aé) in Q.2(L).) For convenience, we adopt

the following notation :

ae>-N-\o,...,0,la,0,...,o}

where  a eL.   Hence,  (at, a2,..., aN) = 2i"= i aKei¡N  for  (ax, a2,..., aN) eL,  and

Lei¡N={aei¡N \ a eL}, i=l,..., N.

Lemma 6.1. Let a, by,..., bN eL, then

N -ik

Ctek,N>  ¿  "lei.N     —   2L   C>cÁa> VN-k + i]ei,N,
I i = l J       i = l

where l^k^N, ckti=0 or 1 andck¡1 = l = ck¡k, fc=l,..., N, i=l,..., k.

Proof. By definition of the Lie product operation in Í2(L), the lemma is clearly

true for « = 1. So let us assume that it is true for h = m and prove it true for h = m +1.

Case 1. l^k^M. Then

[<«*,»»  2   h'ei.A   =      (aek,M, QCm.m), I 2   biei.M,   2  ̂ M + í^.m]

= ( \aek,M, 2 hM+&\,M\, 0eMM\

= ( 2 d*Äa> bN.k+i]eiiM, 0eMiM\,

where dk¡i = 0 or 1, i=l,..., k, anddkil = l =dktk. Furthermore, this last expression

can be written as 2?=i Ck.iW, bN-k+i]ei<N, where ck¡i = dkM z'= 1,..., k.

Case 2. M<k^N. Then

[N -j

aek,N, 2 bfi%A

=   (0eMtM, aefc_M,M), 12 V¡,m, 2 ^m+í^.m]

= I  o^íc-m,m> .2, o(e<iML \aek-M.M> z_ '»tA.M

(k-M k-M \

y.    dk-Mj[a, öM_(fc_M)+t]e7(jM,     >    .Z)c-M,i[^> 07V-(fc-M)+i]^i,M)
¡ = 1 i=l /
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(where dk.M¡i,fk.M¡i = 0 or 1 for /'= 1,..., k-M and <4-m,i = 1 =A-m,jc-m)

fc - M (fc - M ) + M

=   ¿   "fc-M,tla> £,N-/c+iJei,/v'+     ¿      A-m.í-mL0, oAr_(/£_M)+(i_M)JejjW
i=l i = Jf+l

= 2 cfc,iK*zí-k+¡ki>w
í=i

where ck¡i = dk-M4, i—I,..., k — M, cM = 0, i=k — M+\,..., M (if k<N), and

finally cfc>i=/k_M>i_M, i = M+1,..., k.

Lemma 6.2. Lei a,bi,...,bNeL, then

[N -i iV
aeN¡N, y ¿»¡e, J = y [a, bt]ei¡N.

i=l                 J i=l

Proof. Again, this lemma is clear for h = 1. We assume it is true for h = m and

prove it true for h = m+1 by the following computation:

(M M \ W

2  [«>èiki.M,  2   [^¿M + íKm)   =   2   K^iKzí-
( = 1 i = l /       t = l

7. We proceed with our study of L=£lh(L), h^\, assuming L to be a real or

complex finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. First, recall that the lower

central series of an arbitrary Lie algebra 77 is

77 = Z°(H) => Z\H) 3 ... 3 Zfc(77) = [77, Zk~\H)] =>•••.

Then 77 is nilpotent if Zk(H) = 0 for some integer k, and we call Cen (77) = A: the

length of the lower central series if k is minimal. It is the goal of this section to

obtain a Levi decomposition [2, p. 91] and to study the radical of L.

Theorem 7.1. Let L be a real or complex finite-dimensional semisimple Lie

algebra, L = Q.h(L), N=2h. Then F = 2ív="i1 Lei¡N is the radical ofL and LeNyN is the

semisimple component of a Levi decomposition of L. Further, R is nilpotent and

Cen (R) = h.

Proof. We first prove that F is a nilpotent ideal of L and Cen (R) = h. To begin

with, it is clear that R is an ideal of L by Lemma 6.1. Now, if h=l, then R=LeX2.

Hence Z°(R)=LeXi2 and Z\R) = [LeXf2,Lex¡2]=0; and so Cen(F) = l. We now

assume that R is nilpotent and Cen (R) = h when h = m and prove that R is nilpotent

with Cen(F) = w + l when h = m+l. Recall N=2h and M=2h~1=2m; and let

Lx = 2Í11 LeiM and Rx = 2fi"ili LeUM. Then

R = (LA, Rx) = {{Ii, rx) | lx eLi, and rx e Rx}.
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Now observe by Lemma 6.1 that if F and Fare arbitrary subsets of {1,..., M— 1}

then

2 LeUM, 2 Lei.v   = 2 Let.M,
tisly ieZ2 J isZ3

where I3 is also a subset of {1,..., M— 1}. Thus Z'(Ry) is an ideal of the form

2¡6/3 Lei¡M for ally. Further, by Lemma 6.2,

\EeMtM, 2 Leí¡M\ =  2 LeUM.
1 iely J iely

Hence, we see that if ^,ietLei¡M is an ideal ofLy for some subset I of {1,..., M— 1},

then [Ly,2ieiLeUM] = J,ieiLei>M. Consequently,

[Ly, Z\Ry)]   =  Z'(Ry), j   =   0,   1 ,  .  .  . ,  «7.

We are now in a position to show that Zi(R) = (Z1-\Ry),Zi(Ry)) for all;. If

7=1, then

Z\R)   =   [(Ly,  Ry), (Ly,  Ry)]   =   ([Ly,  Ry]+[Ry, Ly],   [Ry,  Ry])   =   (Ry, Z\Ry)).

Hence we assume this formula true fory"=rc S: 1 and prove it true fory = fc +1. Now,

Zfc + 1(F) = [R,Z«(R)] = [(Ly, Ry),(Z«-\Ry),Z\Ry))]

=   ([Ly,Z«(Ry)]+[Ry,Z«-\Ry)l   [Ry, Z\Ry)])

=   (Zk(Ry)+Z«(Ry),Z^\Ry))   =   (Z «(Ry), Z * + \Ry)).

Consequently, by induction on j the formula is seen to be true.

Now, it is clear from this formula that if Ry is nilpotent and Cen (Ry) = m, then

R is nilpotent and Cen (R) = m +1. Thus we have shown that R is nilpotent and

Cen (F) = «, when L = Q.h(L).

Concluding the proof of the theorem we observe that L/R^LeNN^L and L is

semisimple. It follows that F is a maximal solvable (indeed, nilpotent) ideal of L.

Since LeN¡N is a semisimple subalgebra of L, then L = R® LeN¡N is a Levi decom-

position.

8. We now assume for the remainder of this paper that L is a complex semisimple

Lie algebra of dimension « and rank /. We will call an element x0eL nilpotent if

ad x0 is a nilpotent transformation on L. By a theorem of Jacobson and Morozov,

[3, p. 983], if x0 e L is nilpotent, then there exists «0 and y0 e L such that [h0, x0]

= 2x0, [h0, yo\ = — 2_y0, and [x0, y0] = h0. Let T be the Lie subalgebra of L generated

by {ho, x0,y0}', we see that F is a complex simple three-dimensional Lie algebra.

Hence L can be decomposed as a direct sum of irreducible representations of F,

under the action adw.L^L, weT, of dimensions Xy + l, X2+l,..., Xr+l.

Therefore, by the theory of representations of T [4, Chapter IV, pp. 1-8], the cen-

tralizer Z of y0 in L is of dimension r with a basis {ylt..., yr} such that [h0, yt]

= — A¡jj, i = 1,..., r. Further, the range ad x0(L) of ad x0 in L is complementary
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to Z in L; that is, L=Z © ad x0(L). We will say that x0 e L is a principal nilpotent

element if ad x0 is nilpotent and /• = / (in general, r^l). By [3, pp. 993-1000],

principal nilpotent elements exist in L.

9. Recall L = Q.h(L), h is a positive integer, N=2h, G is a connected Lie group

with Lie algebra equal to L and G is a connected Lie subgroup of G with Lie

algebra equal to L. For the remainder of this paper, we will fix h and N and let

ei = e¡,N, i=i, ■ ■ -, N. We now define the following bilinear form on L:

N 1 N

2 v,} = 2
i=l J ¡=1

2 wx, 2 b¡e> f = 2 <a» bî><

where at, bt eL, i=l,..., N, and < , > is the Killing form on L. Since < , > is

nondegenerate on L, then it is clear that { , } is nondegenerate on L. Thus we

identify L* with L by defining

12, aieA [ 2 *•*•) = \ 2 *a 2 "i^l'

where a¡ and bxeL, i=l,..., N. Further, we see that

Ad* (g)(42 «,«.) (2 btet) = {Ad i^-1) j2 tVi, t2 owj,

where g eG. In the sequel, we will omit the "*" from elements of L*; it will be

clear from the context whether the element in question is in L or L*. Moreover,

we continue our study of 7(G, L, Ad) by considering instead the isomorphic ring

IF(G,L*, Ad*); see §2.

Let x0eL be nilpotent and let {h0, x0, y0}, Z, {yx,..., yr}, Aj^-f-1,..., Ar+1 be

as in §8. Set H=N-r, let u = (ux,..., uH) e CH and define

N I r V

x(u) =  2 (*o+ 2 ui+r(i-i)yAei EL*

Lemma 9.1. Let ip:GxCH-+L* be defined by letting i/>(g, u) = Ad* (g)(x(u))

for g e G and u = (ux,..., uH) e CH. Then

N        k r r -| N    /    T \

= 22 Ck.i\ak,Xo-sr 2 %r(i-l)J'ik»-*+i+ 2  ( 2  Vi+r(i-i)yj\ei,
fc = l  i = l L y=i J i = l \; = i /

iv/ze/-«? 1 =identity ofG, au ..., aN eL, v = (vu ..., vH) e CH, ckJ = 0 or 1, cNji = cfc>1

= ck¡k = l, k=l,..., N, i=l,..., k, and dipa>u): Lx CH-^-L* is the differential of

<¡j evaluated at (l,u)eGx CH. Here we identify canonically the tangent space of the

complex analytic manifold G x CH at any point (g, u)eGx CH with L x CH, and

identify canonically the tangent space ofL* at any point of it with L* itself.
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Proof. Let l^k^N and we compute, for a, by,..., bN e L,

d<i>a.uiftek, 0)i 2 biei\ = Jt mexP taek, «)( 2 bfiM

- jt (Ad* (exp faefe)(x(«))(2 è'ei))( = t

= j( |Ad (exp-íaefc)í 2 bfiA, x(u)\

= i 2 -Cfc.ik^-zc+iki, 2 (*<>+ 2 ui+m-v>yi\ei\
U = l i = l \ i=l /     J

=   2   C«Á  -[fl. ^JV-Zc+i], ^0+   2   "z+rii-Dj'j /
i = l \ i=l /

=  2 ck,i\bN-k+u \a,x0+ 2 "z+ra-D^r)

= i 2 f'w_fc+ieiV_fc+i, ^ cfci a,x:0 + ¿ Uj+r<i-y,yj\eN-k+t >

= j 2 *ie" 2 ck.\a, Xo+ 2 "y+rti-DÄliw-Ä+ir

Hence,

d4>a.u)iaek,0)=  > cs>< a, x0+ 2 "y+rci-DJ'yUAr-fc+i,

where cfcii = 0 or 1, cJV,i = cfcil = cfc>te=l, k = l,..., N, i=l,..., k, by Lemma 6.1

and Lemma 6.2.

Finally, we compute for ■»=(»!,.. .,v„)e CH,

#d,«)(0, »)( (i Vi) - I (<A(i, «+flz)(j2 Vi))(c

=i(Ad*(iW«+f,)(m)i=o
d ( N N   I r \  ~\

= Jt\2.bie« 2 (*o + 2 (««f+rtí-D+^+rtí-i))^««]-

Z"   JÍ N     /   r \

-1 2 è'e» 2   2 pí+«i-i)j'/)<
w=i    ¡=i\í=i /

Hence,

#a,«)(0,f) =2(2 ey+Kt-i^/ta
i = l   \i = l /

The lemma clearly follows from these two computations.

Now let / be any complex-valued function defined on an open subset U of L*

containing 2f=i x0et. Then we let/be the following function defined on an open

neighborhood of the origin in CH:

/(«) = fixiu)),   where u = (m1; ..., uH) e CH, and *(«) e U.
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Theorem 9.2. There exists an open set W of CH containing the origin such that

A(W) = {Ad* (g)(x(u)) \geG andueW}

is an open subset of L*. Furthermore, the mapping p^p is an injective algebra

homomorphism of IF(G, L*, Ad*) into the algebra of polynomial functions on W.

Proof. Define </*: G x CH -> L* as in Lemma 9.1. Then

(N \ N       k N    I    r \

2 aiei>A =22 cici[ak, x0]eN-k+i+ 2    2 vi+m-i>yi K
i = l / fc = l  (-1 i = l \; = 1 /

We want to show that <#(i,0) is surjective. First, we observe that by letting

a2 = a3= ■ ■ ■ =aN = 0, v = 0 and ax vary over L, then dibaM(LxCH) contains

ad x0(L)eN. So let us assume that di/>a¡0)(LxCH) contains 2?=i ad x0(L)eJV+1 _¡,

for 1 ̂ q<N, then we will show that diba,<»(Lx C") contains £f*¿ ad x0(L)eN+x-i-

For this we let a¡ = 0, i=l,..., N and zVg-r-1, v = 0 and let aq+l vary over L. Then

since cQ+1,x = h we see that z/¡/<ai0)(Lx C") contains the set of vectors

( Q+i

1 la5+l) XoJe(Jv+l)-(9+l)-r-     >     Cq+l,naQ+l> Xo]eN-(Q+l) + t
K i = 2

But (7i/'(li0)(Lx C") is a vector space and it already contains 2?=i ad Xr/L^-M-j.

Hence, it contains adx0(i)ej,+1_(t+1) and thus 2?*i a<ä x0(L)ew + 1_¡. Therefore,

by induction we see that d>baM(LxCH) contains ^=1ad x0(L)et. Finally, using

the notation of §8, we have Z© ad x0(L) = L. Thus by letting ax— • • • =aw=0 and

letting v vary over CH, we see that diftam(LxCH) contains 2T-i^. and hence

#(1,0)(IxC)=I*.

Now since d<¡> is surjective at (1, 0), there exists an open set IV^C with 0 e PV

and such that d*pa,u) is surjective for all ueW. Hence dif¡ig_u) = Ad* (g) d>ha¡u) is

surjective for all g e G, u e W. Therefore, it follows from the theory of analytic

manifolds that 4>(Gx W)= A(W) is open in L*.

The second statement follows directly. For let// e 7F(G, L*, Ad*) and letp(u) = Q

for all ueW. Then p(Ad* (g)x(u))=p(x(u))=p(u) = 0 for all ueW and g eG.

Thus /> is zero on A(W); and as A(W) is open in £*, // = 0 everywhere in L*.

Consequently, the map p -^ pis injective. Since it is clearly an algebra homomor-

phism, we are done.

For the remainder of this paper, if p e IF(G, L*, Ad*) then p will denote the

previously defined function with domain W.

Now by the theorem of Chevalley in §1, 7(G, L, Ad) is generated by / algebraically

independent homogeneous polynomials of distinct degrees du ..., ds; assume n¡

of them are of degree dt, i=l,...,s. Then by Theorem 5.1 and the fact that

7(G, I, Ad) is isomorphic to 7F(G, I*, Ad*) (§2), 7(G, L*, Ad*) has at least Nl

algebraically independent homogeneous polynomial functions, say Pi,...,pm,

where Nn¡ of these are of degree dh i=l,..., s.

aq+ieL
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Corollary 9.3. Let p\,..., pm e IF(G, L*, Ad*) be as above. Then px,...,pm

are polynomial functions defined on W which are algebraically independent.

Proof. Let Q be a complex polynomial in Nl variables such that Qipy,.. .,pNi)

= 0. Then Q(py,.. .,pNl) = 0 by Theorem 9.2. Hence 0 = 0 since p,,.. .,pm are

algebraically independent.

10. Now we define a vector field E on L* by setting

Efiy) = yfiy) = id/dt){f(y + ty)}t=0,

where y e L* and/is any holomorphic function defined on some neighborhood of y.

Theorem 10.1. Let W be as in Theorem 9.2. Then there exists a differential

operator Ë on W such that Ef(x(u)) = Ëf(u), where u = (ux,..., uH) e W and where

f is any holomorphic function on A( W) such that /(Ad* (g)x(u)) =f(x(u)) for all

ueW and g eG.

Further, if we define Xj+rii_y) = Xj,j=l,..., r, i=l,..., N, then

71= 2 (l+A,/2)«,¿-

Proof. Let / be any holomorphic function defined on A(W). Then/ defines a

function f"(g, u)=f(Ad* (g)x(u)) for g e G and ueW. Now let « e W and define

v = (vy,...,vH)eCH by letting DJ + r(i_1) = (l-f-AJ/2)My+r(i_1), /==l,...,r and

i= 1,..., N. Then we have, by §8 and Lemma 9.1,

d4>a,u¿%h0eN, v)

NT r -i N   I   r \

=   2     4*0» *»+ 2 ^ + «¡-1)^^+ 2      2 (1+Ai/2)"/ + r«-l>J;J-ta
i=l  L j=y J (=i V=i /

N    / r \ N    I    r \

= 2 (x°+ 2 w; + r(i-i)(-Ay/2)>zy e4+ 2    2 O + ̂ M + ra-iz^ta = xiu).

Therefore, we have

ii2h0eN, v)f*)il, u) = (±h0eN, »)/o <b(l, u)

= (<ty<ï.m*N, v)f)(x(u)) = (x(u)f)(x(u)) = Ef(x(u)).

Now/(Ad* ig)x(u))=fixiu)) for all « e W and geG; hence /*(g, «)=/(«) for all

g eG. Therefore,

Efixiu)) = ((i/z0ew, e>/»Xl, «) = "/(«)

Consequently, 7?=2f=i (1 + AJ/2)wi ö/öz^ will satisfy the theorem.

11. We now let x0 be a principal nilpotent element of L. Then r = /and H=Nl.

Further, assume that qy,...,qt are the algebraically independent homogeneous
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generators of 7(G, L, Ad). Then it is known, see [3] or [6, Theorem 1, p. 312], that

the degree of ai=l+Ai/2, z'=l,...,/, after a suitable reordering of the set

{qu ..., q¡}. Consequently, after a suitable reordering of {//,,..., pH}, we have

the degree of p¡ = 1 +XJ2,       i = 1,..., H.

Theorem 11.1. Let W be as in Theorem 9.2. Then the map p^-p is an algebra

isomorphism of IF(G,L*, Ad*) onto the algebra of all polynomial functions on W.

Proof. By Theorem 9.2, we need only show that the map />—>-/3 is surjective.

So let J be the algebra of all polynomial functions on W. Further, let 7 be the sub-

algebra of/ generated by the set {pi,.. -,Ph}- Finally, let 7 be the subalgebra of

7F(G, L*, Ad*) generated by the set {pu .. .,pH).

Let us now make the following observation. If D(nu ..., nH) is equal to the

monomial function wji - - - u£n on W, then

E(D(nx,..., nH)) = (2(1 + V2>Ü -0(«i, ■ • •, nH).
f-i

Therefore, if peJ is such that Ep=jp, then p must be a linear combination of

monomials D(nu ..., nH) for which 2f=i (1 +Xi¡2)ni=j. Consequently, it is clear

that 2"=o (dim {p eJ \ Ep=jp})T' is a formal power series represented by

((1-F1 + Ai'2)-■ (1-F1+ah'2))-1 where dim {p e J | Ep =jp] is the dimension of

{p e J | Ep =jp} as a complex vector space.

On the other hand, since the map p ->p is injective and since Ep(x(u)) = Ep(u)

for p e 7F(G, L*, Ad*) and ueW, then

CO CO

1 (dim {peI\Ep= jp))T = 2 (dim {p eI \ Ep = jp})T'.
i = o i = o

But this latter series is also represented by ((1 -F1+V2)-. (l-r1"1"*«'2))-1, since

the degree of p¡ is 1 + X¡¡2, /= 1,..., 77.

Therefore,

dim {p e J | Ep = jp} = dim {p e I \ Ep = jp}   for all j.

Now, since 7ç7, then {p e J | Ep =jp} = {p el\ Ep =jp} for all j.

Since a/=2j°=o {P eJ I Ep=jp), it follows that 7=7, and we are done.

Corollary ILL 7F(G, L*, Ad*) is generated by the H algebraically independent

homogeneous polynomials px,..., pH, 77= 7v7.

Proof. Let p e 7F(G, L*, Ad*) and let W be as in Theorem 9.2. Then p is a

polynomial function on W, say p=f(ux,..., uH), where / is a polynomial in 77

variables. Now by Theorem 11.1, there exists polynomials flt.. -,fH each in 77

variables such that ut=fi(p1,.. -,pH), z'= 1,..., 77. Consequently,

P =f(Ui,...,UH)

= f(fi(Pu • ■ •,Ph), ■ ■ ■ ,fn(Pi, • • • > Ph)) = fo(Pi, ■■■, Ph),
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where/o is a polynomial in H variables. Therefore, as the mapp -> p is an algebra

isomorphism, p=fQ(py,..., pH). And so we see that py,...,pH generate

IF(G, L*, Ad*).

Corollary 11.3. I(G, L, Ad) is generated by the (2h)l algebraically independent

homogeneous polynomials which are determined, as in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1,

by the I generators of I(G, L, Ad).

Proof. This corollary is a direct consequence of Corollary 11.2 and the fact that

I(G, L, Ad) is isomorphic to IF(G, L*, Ad*).
■
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